C2C Systems and QStar Technologies Offer Integrated Archiving
Solution.
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C2C Systems and QStar Technologies, Inc. have integrated their Archive One and Hierarchical Storage
Management (HSM) products, providing mid- to large-size companies with an efficient and compliant e-mail
archiving and storage solution.
Knowing that customers want to improve system efficiency by offloading e-mail from their primary Exchange
servers to an archive, C2C Systems has opened up e-mail archiving to a wide range of media. The
partnership with QStar, a leading company in data management, brings e-mail archiving to optical disks,
ultra high capacity tapes, Digital Video Disks (DVD) and CD recordable devices.
"QStar migrates all types of data into archives based on the policies that are set," says Todd Deveney,
Vice President of Sales, QStar Technologies, Inc. "We offer corporations the ability to secure data in
either a WORM (Write Once Read Many) media or rewritable media. It's an easy integration; the way we
receive data from C2C's Archive One is the way we give it back."
Because customers are not limited to a particular storage solution, the C2C/QStar archiving solution will
cater to varied customer needs, such as regulatory compliance or e-policy management, and ensure that the
archive will be immediately accessible for years to come.
"The key feature of any archiving solution is the architecture of the product. Does it fit in with your
messaging strategy? Will the supplier be in business seven years from now?" says Dave Hunt, CEO of C2C.
"By using the QStar/C2C Systems archiving solution, you can be sure that the data will remain
accessible."
About C2C
C2C (www.c2c.com) provides a range of e-mail lifecycle management software for Microsoft Exchange. Our
solutions for email archiving, mailbox size management, search and discovery are used by three million
users at more than 2,000 organisations worldwide. C2C, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, is
headquartered in Reading, U.K., with U.S. offices in Springfield, Mass.

About QStar Technologies, Inc.
Founded in 1987, QStar is an international software company specializing in providing storage management
solutions for use with advanced automated data storage equipment and applications. QStar Technologies
software operates on all major UNIX, NT/2000 and Linux Platforms. Software packages include Hierarchical
Storage Management (HSM), cross network mirroring capabilities and jukebox/library management. More
information is available at www.qstar.com.
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